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Eastern State News

Eastern 13

"Tell the Truth and Do�'t Be Afraid"

(See page 6)

EASTERN ILLINOIS ST ATE COLLEGE ... CHARLESTON

Quincy· 19

WED NESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1949

plans construction of two new dormitories
New dormitories

·Union, League lists

abbard picks
lay cast of 14

specific regulations
for frosh initiation

T FOR "Arsenic

and
Old
e,'' the homecoming
play . SPECIFIC RULES governing the
inititation behavior of fresh
ction scheduled for Novemmen have been announced by Ray
8 and 4, was picked last Fri
' after two nights of try-outs. DeMoulin, president of Men's
Union and Jahala Foote, president
earsals have been underway
·
of Women's League.
last Monday night. "Arsen
'Rules are as follows:
cast of 14 was selected by
E. Glendon Gabbard, East1. Men must wear green caps
clirector of dramatics, from a
and women must wear green rib
group of aspirants.
bons until November 5.
les of Abbie
and
Martha
2. Freshmen must stay out of
ster, -the two nice old ladi�s
circle in front of Old Main.
like to serve- poisoned wine
3. Freshmen must not use the
their elderly gentlemen board
front door of Old Main.
will be portrayed by Mary
Upperclassmen are
urged
to
rook and Mary Patton re
cooperate in enforcing these .ini
'vely.
"l'eddy Brewster, who charges tiation regulations, although any
undue "hazing'' is prohibited.
irs, thinking he is Teddy
In the event that freshmen men
velt at San Juan hill, is
are unable to purchase green
ed by Jerry Robinson. Teddy
caps from Dean Anfinson's office
QUite happy digging canal locks
they must buy and wear a green
ves) in- the cellar.
ribbon where it can be easily seen.·
e part of Mortimer Brewster,
Approximately 220 green caps
draI!jL critic, is tak,en by Dick
have been sold to date.
·de. He is the supposed

. . . to be located in area outlined by circle

for 1950 'Warble{

·

hew of Abbie and Martha, and
siderably disturbed when he
vers. his spinster aunts have
· d 12 bodies in the cellar.
ine, Mortimor's girl friend
lives next door, goes to June
"bb. She is perhaps the only
person in the play; her on
!Off romance with Mortimer
d tire any Iess determined
I

than Brewster will be play
by Bob Stuckey. Except for be
a homicidal maniac, he is a
1 sadist, who as a child liked
t worms in two with his
pleasant little cohort, , Dr.
, will be characterized by
Zimmerman. He likes to
up 'eople's faces with a scape!.
his last job left Jonathan ,look
thing like Boris Karloff.
·

ydon Brandt has the role of
r O'Hara and Don Roths- .
has the part of Lieutenant

r

ey.

arper will be played by
r
Alljson; Mr. Witherspoon
Richard Wilkin; officers
hy and Klein to John Sim
and Eugene Mazoni; and the
of Mr. Gibbs, an intended vic
of Abbie and Marth, goes to
Tucker.
·

tter is greeter;
kersley, Curtis

NEXT MONDAY has been set as
the dead-line for student pict1
ures for the Warbler.
To aid and insure Warbler dis
tribution before dismissal of clas
ses in June, students are asked to
have their pictures taken at
R}"an's Studio by October 3.
Pictures must be taken

in the men's corrective gym.
According to
Jack
Henchen,
president, invitations

have

already been sent to about 200

architects· prepare blueprints;
construction to begin 1n ·spring
•

CONSTRUCTION OF two new dormitories, expected to begin
sometime next spring, will necessitate moving the east
ern half of TrailerviHe to another site, as yet undetermined,
said President Robert G. Buzzard in a statement to the News.
Decision was made at a meeting of the Teachers College
board in Springfield, September 19. Blueprints are already
nearing completion.

Petitions due Thurs.

If the student expects to grad
uate after next summer's term but
at ·present is a junior, he should
inform Mr. Ryan of this situation.
Failure to do this may cause his .
picture to a12�ear in the junior
"PETITIONS FOR candid�tes to
section of the Warbler.
fill five college offices must be
To avoid- the chance of a picture
having been lost, students are ask
turned into Dean Elizabeth K.
ed to check with the list of names
Lawson's office by noon tomor outside the Public Relations of
row," said Jim Gire, chairman of
fice. If a student has had his pict
election committee.
ure taken and his name does not
Offices to be filled are freshappear on this list, he should re
port this in the News.and Warbler
man leader, two union representa
office in Main building.
tives to Women's League, sopho
more
representative
to
Men's
Unii>n, and independent represen
tative to Student Cpuncil.
Blank petitions a t e available in
Dean Lawson's
office.
Fifteen
signatures are required on these
petitions.

for League, /Union,

prospective pledges.

Council offices

Any student who was or is at
the present time a member of _the
Boy Scouts of America and earn
estly desires to carry on the pro
gram of service by affiliation with
Alpha Phi Omega is eligible to
join and is cordially invited to at
tend this get-together, whether
or not an invitation was received.
Rudolph B. Anfinson's barber
shop quartet will entertain and
rereshments will be served.

at

Ryan's, for Mr._ Ryan has the
contract for photography for the
Warbler, and all head sizes and
backgrounds for the pictures must
be uniform.

ALPHA PHI Omega will hold an
open social meeting at 7 tonight

·

Gillis smashes car, vertebra;
''
'
says I ll be back next. year

SOME AREN'T so fortunate.
Some survive months, even years; without succumbing
to the law of chances and becoming a victim of the speedways.
Eddie Gillis, business education major from Danville, is 5ust
one of those who fell ·by the wayside tol the top of his profes
sion.
"A midget race
driver

cted assistants

Gillis

METTER,
sophomore
m Charleston, was
elected
II greeter in an all-school
"on held last Thursday.
sen as assistant greeters
)losemary
Jobe
Curtis,
more from Charleston (re
y of Greenup), and Rosemary
ersley, junior from Assump-

starts

with

the realization

that accidents are to be ex
pected. It was no different

with ipe. Although I had no fear,
I kne\v from watching many of
my friends meet with serious ac
cidents that it could happen to
me. It did," reviewed the recently
injured Gillis.
Less than five weeks ago Gillis
crashed his midget headon into
the retaining wall at Macon, Ill.,
going through the fence and over
turning. The 22-year old youth
was rushed to a Decatur hospital
where it was discovered he suffer
ed from a broken vertebra. Two
days later he was placed in a cast
which he was ordered to wear for
three months.
After a not too impromptu
appearance as . a race car

·

Metter is a speech major
tiemb_er of Sigma Sigma Sig
�ial sorority.
. Curtis is ·�rolled in the
Jear. general curriculum and
laember of Delta Sigma :f!:'psi'al S(l)rority.
lementary education major
ember of Delta Zeta social
, Miss Tankersley is also
Bastern's Cheer leaders.

set for next Monday

APO meets tonight;
invites boy scouts

APO

Housing piogrom calls for
re-location of 1 Troilerville

Photograph deadline

·

•

.

.

only out temporarily

(Continued on page 10)

Election of candidates will be
October 6 from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
in Main hall.
Junior representative positions
to be elected were vacated by
Ilene Bush and Yvonne Land
Scruggs who did not return to
school this quarter. Sophomore
representative to
Men's
Union
was left by Harry Bauler who did
not return to Eastern this fall.
************************

Class of '50 graduates
must complete forms
by Oct. 8-Registrar
ALL CANDIDATES for gradua
tion in the class of 1950 should
fill out an application form in the
Registrar's office by October 8,
according to
an
announcement
from Miss Blanche Thomas, Reg
istrar. This includes also those
students completing
curriculum.

a

two-year

The board a p p o i n t e d
Schaffer, Hooton and Wilson
of Bloomington as associate

architects, employing the men to
serve in drawing up plans and
specification for construction of
the two dormitories at Eastern.
Cost will come from $900,000
fund appropriated at the 66th
general assembly. Full,cost of each
dormitory will be $448,750, said
President Buzzard.
·

Both dormitories, though sep
arate, will be built as a joint pro
ject, thus conserving on materials
and adding to uniformity of con
struction.

Another meeting will be held in
Charleston on October 24, at which
the administrative board will work
out plans for letting bids and get
ting the project underway.

Re-location of Trailerville is the
most immediate problem facing
Eastern administrators;
a new
'site must be chosen. and prepared
prior to moving the trailers.
Several factors determined
the choice ·of the proposed lo
cation for the new dorms. It
is in accordance with East
ern's
long-range
25-year
plan; site is close to the cam
pus proper; it will concen
trate hou_sing in one area.
Also, with the necessary appropriation now at hand, building can
commence without actually abol
ishing Trailerville. 'l:.he trailer
housing unit is the most readily
transported, being much easier
than attempting a re-location of
the ban-acks.
Both dorms are intended for
men, but one will be as temporary
housing facilities for women, in
volving only a small change in
plumbing. This decision was made
in view of the fact that 100 girls
were turned away this year due to
lack of rooms.
Dormitories themselves are
to be 3-story tapestry-brick
buildings trimmed in stone,
and will have full baseinents.
Each dorm will house 160 stu
(Continued on Page 5)

·

PAGE TWO

Editorials

Wed.tesday, September 28, 1

A ...
•

•

Spade's a Spade

•

After all ...

by Shrdlu
KEYNOTING A recent meeting

a murder was committed

of 70 French doctors

IN 1924 Nathan Leopold and Richard Loeb were convicted of
the slaying of Bobby Franks, a 14-year-old neighbor ·boy
in Chicago. The Stat� asked the death penalty, and only
through the sheer genius and oratorical eloquence of the most
brilliant criminal lawyer ·of the time, Clarence Darrow, were
the killers able to escape the chair
.

•

Jutlge John R. Caverly sentenced the pair to terms of life
imprisonment and 99 years and urged the parole board never
to admit them to parole.

Yet in an action recommended by the State Parole board
and approved by Governor Stevenson, Leopold will be eligible
for parole in 1953. (Loeb was killed by a fellow prisoner in
Stateville in 1936).
.

Stevenson said ·the s�ntence reduction was because Leo
pold risked his life in medical experiinent and some college
professors likewise urged the move because of his ·"phenomon
al brain." Yet the circumstances surrounding the slaying were
so viciously inhuman that the cancellation of Leopold's debt
to society should not be considered.

No murder can be condoned or legally justified, although
in certain rare instances a court has been inclined to look with
less severity on a defendant when extenuating motives have
beeen involved.
,
No such motive led Leopold to, his part in the slaying.
Bobby Franks was murdered, admittedly, for the "thrill" of
committing the perfect crime. The professors who urged the
sentence reduction might do well to remember that Leopold,
who was a student at Chicago university at the time of the
killing, also possessed his "phenomonal" brain at the time.
·

f

A case of." ..

fustest with. the. mostest

.

FOUR YEARS after the first atomic bombs dropped on the
Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagisaki the president
of the United States announces that the Rusgions have devel
oped and exploded an atom bomb of their own, probably some•
where in Siberia.

When World War II ended in 1945, military experts and
nucelar physicists predicted that it would take the Russians
five years to assemble the necessary knowledge and construct
the proper equipment for producing an atom bomb.
They
·
only misse by one year.

q

But in the four years that it has taken the "hammer and
sickle" scientists to develop their deadly weapon, the United
States has greatly improved its knowledge of atomic reactions
and increased its stockpile of atomic weapons.

To many people, this four year lead in the "atomic race"
will serve as a rationalization to ·the fact that Russia is mak
ing her bid goink into the backstretch.
·

Some will say that, �ince both countries possess the
bomb, use of the atomic weapons will fall into the category
that poison gas did in the last war. Both countries will fear1
to use it in case of a conflict.

In case of World War III, it would be impossible for any
country in the world to stand the strain of a long, drawn-out
conflict.

Therefore, it may be conjectured that if the East and
the West should ever clash in warfare both sides will realize
that to survive at all they must strike hard and fast with
their greatest weapons, the atomic weapons.

Peoples of the world must not be lulled into false security
by the rationalizations of those who do not wish to face the
facts.

Only by realizing the grim results of a third world. war
can the nations of the world find a path toward peace, for,
regardless of what many may say, that war will be fo.ught and
won with the philosophy and tactics of a Civil war Con
federate, General Forrest, who said, "Battles are won by
those who get there fustest with the .mostest."

U.S. must ...

stabilize world economy
BRITIAN HAS thrown the problem of world economic re
covery squarely into U. S. laps. Britian's drastic devalua
tion of the pound (a 31 per cent cut) is a desperate attempt
to prove her sagging economy. .

Immediate purpose of the cut was to cut costs and in
crease output. Actually, the pround l:!till has· its "internal
value." Imports from dollar areas, however, will cost more.
Experts predicted a 5 per cenf rise in Britian's cost of living.
Fixed wages and mounting living costs are a bitter pill for
ration-weary England to swallow.
Other European countries followed suit; British colonies,
automatically. France, having already devalued several times,
has cut her franc loose to stabilize itself on the free market.

The U. S. must now take its cue by: 1) buying British
goods, now made cheaper by devaluation; 2) stockpiling need·
ed supplies in the sterling areas; 3) investing more abroad;
. 4) revising customs and lowering tariffs on British goods.

Britain has taken the step toward recovery; the U. S.
must now take the lead by using its desperately needed dol
lars, now the most stable international currency, to help sta
bilize the world ieconomic picture.·
'

deaux

university,

at

Bor

gathered

study the effects of wine on
human body, Dr. Raymond
Weissenbach concluded, " .
wine helps the whole digestion
It favors general nutrition and
stability of man's humor."

to
the
J.
. .
. ..
the

Dr. Weissenbach said that no
alcohol should be taken before eat
ing. But he suggested, with meals,
an average of, a quart of wine a
day. Professor Louis Tanon of
Paris objected--only half enough.

This only b� rs out that in
France drinkin.g is a long-estab
lished social custom; not one con
cerned with morals and characters.
Throughout the ages alcohol, es
pecially wine, has played a signi
ficant role in history. Drama is
said to have grown out of the an
cient Greek Dionysian festivals,
at which Bacchus capered with his
satyrs. Wine has long been a part
of certain church rituals.
Dr. Weissenbach's quart a day
may seem hig1;i, but our hardy
pionl(ers topped tltat;• many con
sumihg at least a quart of hard
liquor a day. At its inception, one
clause of a temperance union
limited memoers to a minimum of
a pint of whiskey a day. In the
early 19th century, "temperance"
had a .literal mea,ning.

It has not been shown that alco
hol is the universal evil some
would have it. Milwauk�e, for in
stance, with one of the highest
liquor consumption rates in the
country, has one of the lowest
crime rates.
Drinking in
moderation,
for
adults, is a choice to be made by
the individual. It has yet to be
proven that a :(ather who has a
cocktail before dinner has a
deleterious effect on his children.
Excessive drinking has a differ
ent consideration; it is a symptom
of a deeper underlying cause.
To abstain or to imbide is
a personal choice dependent
upon ones o�n maturity, wis
dom and discretion; it is hard
ly a question of morals or lik e
g ener aliz ations.

TO
If you don't know how, try this.

Guest editorial
New York Times
THE AMERICAN people extend profound sympathy to th
who were bereaved in the ship fire at Toronto. This s
pathy goes to American families and to our Canadian neig
bors, for this was a disaster for both peoples.
A singular element of terrior and horror attaches
marine fire. It moves us more quickly and more deeply th
do some other equally grave misfortunes. It pulls us up sh
in the face of peril and death. To the feeling of grief and sh
none of us can be stranger.
It is too soon to establish responsibility for the holocau
if indeed it ever is established, but is will lay upon' all of
some burden to take more pains and thought irt the matter
our own safety.
Somehow, we feel sure this sort of frightful and usel
sacrifice ought to be and could be avoided. There must be 'so
means of providing security against such calamitious ac
dents, if we will only seek them out with sufficient diligen
We may have made·great strides in many fields of safe
provision. This Great Lakes tragedy, however, is bitter wa
ing that we have not gone far enough.

�

I

Speaking of dram

About ...

EASTERN'S
DRAMA
dep
ment seems to be shaping
favorably this year. The
turn-out for "Arsenic" try-ou�
indicative of increased student ·
ter�st in play drama productio
"Arsenic and Old Lace" a
lightful, refreshing Broadway
with a long-run record, had Bo
Karloff as one of its stars.
Mr. E. Glendon Gabbard is
be commended for bringing
later, more significant legiti
plays to Ea
' stern. His direction
"Glass Men�gerie," the. most
ture, and perhaps the best dra
tic producti1>n ever given at E
ern, �ill long be remembered
all who saw it. Last year's ho
coming
production
of "Bli
Spirit" will also live long in
memories.

Novels and those who read them
SOME
OF
the
strangest
things about books are the
people who read them.

For some unknown reason,
books written by famous au
thors, excepting Caldwell and
Thorne Smith,
and
with
scholarly titles seem to scare
away a large percentage of 4
potential readers.

One of the prerequisites of
a modern best-seller, speak
r
s of sales only, is
ing in tem
sex. But how many people
who buy a book only for the
once risque method of achiev
ing an emotional stimulus
would laugh in the face of
anyone recommending Hem
mihgway's
The ·Sun
Also
Rises or John Dos Passos'
Nineteen-Nineteen.
These same people will
walk into a drug or book
. store and purchase for the
price of 25 cents . a "pocket
book" size novel
with
the
picture of a half-naked, large
bosomed, sultry eyed female
on the cover whose primary
connection with the story is
to sell it.
Such "eager beavers" will
dash to some secluded corner
and start reading the book;
but it never fails that they
are disappointed to find only·
a few lines of sex, no co:enection with the plot, tacked onto the end of one or two
. chapters.
They never learn,
but go back for more.
The same group of people
.
base their opinion of
new
books on reviews read in book

club

·

advertisements,

•

never

from authoritative reviews in

newspapers or revi�w maga
zines.
·

Such persons would be sur

prised at what
find

in

"Longhair"

such

they

would

supposedly

works

as

Giov

anni Boccaccio's Tales of De

Cameron, Shakespeare's Ven
us and Adonis, Steinbeck's
Th e Wayward Bus, and Chau
cer's Canterbury Tales.

·

Again, Mr. Oabbard has co
through with an excellent cho'
very good taste was exercised:
selecting "Arsenic'.! as this y
homecoming production.

Watch for the rules to be enforced
during the Freshmen
initiation
period. An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of "cure."
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many

I

s .economy 1mprov1ng;

Buzzard

•

•

Feminine feats
by Betty Frew

beer, says Paul Scholtz

LOOKIE! LOOKIE!
There are
lots of new PE majors this
year. Fifteen freshies to enliven
the department! They are Shirley
Ashley, Barbara Bradford, Anna
Lee Collins, Erma Edwards, Neta
Marilyn
Estes, P!V;ricia Gill,
Huisinca, Gladys Judy, Patricia
Severns,
Barbara
Longstreth,
Shirley Stiff, Willelma Sullivan,
and Lois Tuetken.
Good luck to all of you, and if
you ever have any sore muscles,
just look up the upperclassmen.
They are experts on the subject-
years of experience.

ANY'S ECONOMY has strenthened since last October,
hen the change in the mark raised its value, said Ed

Paul Scholtz, 18, Eastern f r_eshman just back from

h, where he lived for over a year and a half.
His father, Capt, Erwin Scholtz, is serving as a quarter

r officer with the army of occupation. Both parents
n in Munich, with his older
and two'· younger sisters.
was born in Raptoul,

but
his earlier years traveli:hg
the midwest and the East
his father and mother. Each
his father was assigned to
r station , it meant another

English club to hold
fi rst meet tonight
ENGLISH CLUB will hold its
first regular meeting of the
school year at 7:30 tonight in
Room 35 of Old Main.
Reading of several prize win
ning original works is to be part
of the program.

Scholtz

· Students majoring or minoring
in English are especially invited
to attend.
Refreshments will be served.

... comments on Germany
ool for him. This routine l'inal
eulminated in packing off for
ny.
-No one can make beer like the
ns," he said, "it's the best
the world," and h,e seemed to
. •'They conswne huge quan
of it at their "Gausthaus ...
enjoy it thoroughly. The alco
eontent varies from three to
per cen t " he said.
e Scholtz family arrived in
'ch January 1948, after Ed
oompleted three and a half
at Charleston Community
h flchool, while his father was
in the Pacific area during
,

·

ICOLN CLEANERS
10 Lincoln'St. Phone 234

FOR FINE PASTRIES

the war. Ed. finished high school
·in Munich, attending the U. S.
government occupation school and
graduating in 1948.
Munich, he said, was 50 per
Allied
cent destroyed by
bombing, its huge munitions
plants making it a choice tar
get for bombing squadrons.
Being the second largest city
in Germany and, unlike Ber
lin, wholly inside_ the Ameri
can zone, Munich was the
local point for countless dis
placed persons.
Scholtz estimated about twenty
thousand persons were in the city
illegally at one time. Many are
Jews, who still have a very diffi
cult time, as Germans are free to
follow their own policies, to the
greater extent.
American Military Government
is interested mainly in restoring
economic stability, ,in maintaining
law and order, i:n suppressing
fascism where it still exists, and in
"helping the German people help
themselves," he .11aid.
Black ma:tket
operatl.ons
de
clined sharply when the German
mark was changed last October.
Shop windows were suddenly fill
ed with hoarded or under-the
counter goods.
Supply and demand grew as
purchasing power rose with
the new mark. People had
more to bargain with, he ex
plained.
·All army and AMG personnel
are paid in military payment cur�
rency (script), however, and are

FOR FINE PARTIES
I

•

•·

•

CALL 414

Cam e ra club to hold
initial meeti n g tonight
CAMERA CLUB will hold its
first mett�ng of the year at 7:30
p. m. tonight in Room S-407, Science building.
J
Program will consist of a dis
cussion of the coming ye�r's acti
vities and use of the club dark
room.
Anyone interested in photo
graphy is invited to attend the
meeting.

fined double the amount of any
U. S.. currency found on their per
son.
Script -is converted into German
µioney. As it is changed periodi
cally, it is worthless to any Ger
man who attempts to hoard it.
This all serves to further stabilize
currency and to curtail black mar
ket operations.
"The German people resent oc
cupation. naturally," Scholtz said,
"but they much prefer AMG .to
Russian occupation. The German
people dislike the Russians thor
oughly."
· When asked if he liked
Europe in general, Ed said, "I
didn't. It's alright for a few
months, but at present it's
no good for any longer than
that."
Ed Scholtz is a two-year general
student at Eastern, is headed for
business administration, with an
eye toward duty as occupation
eprsonnel.
Since he has relatives and high
school friends· in Charleston, East
ern was the natural choice for go
ing to college. "At least," he said,
"I'm not tempted to i;un home
every week-end.

• .

I

.

•

•

•

presents trophy to Garner

Loco I Delta chapter wins
nat'I Phi Sigma honors
DELTA CHAPTER of Phi Sigma
Epsilon, Eastern fraternity, was
presented a trophy last Wednes
day for holding the highest schol
astic grade average of all Phi
Sigma Epsilon chapters in the na
tion for three successive years.
Topping the Phi Sigma Epsilon
chapters in scholastic honors in
1946-47,
1947-48,
and 1948-49,
Delta chapter became the first to
gain permanent possession of the
trophy.
Bob Garner, Delta
chapter
president, was presented the tro
phy by Pres. Robert G. Buzzard
at ceremonies held last Wednes
day.

Hal Reed p resents
o rchestral arrang e ments
of college anthe m
AN ORCHESTRAL arrangement
of the school anthem, "Walls
and Towers" was presented to
Eastern by Hal Reed, arranger
and composer, at the registration
dance last Monday. The arrange
ment includes full instrumenta
tion for a large dance orchestra
1
including three violins.
Reed has been an arranger and
composer with Ted Fiorita's band
and has been in Hollywood for
the past six years.
·

According to Dr. Rudolph An
finson, dean of men, the arrange
ment was well received at the
dance and plans are being formed
to have photostatic copies made
to be played· for college dances.
The arrangement of "Walls and
Towers" will be played at the
homecoming dance
during
the
crowning of the queen ceremony.
.

We specialize in all types of decorated cakes

KEITH'S BAKERY

I NDIVIDUAL PICTURES

For THE WARBLER

WELCOME STUDENTS

DID YOU

. . �

PHONE 598

New ideas are all over the
place. All freshman girls are
given a general motor ability
test after they have complet
ed their ihysicals The six
parts to this test a're the
grip, jump and reach, agil
it¥, repeated throws, squat
thrusts, run and reverse.
High scores for each of the
tests: grip, Sylva Michlig; jump
and reach, Vivian Parker; agil
ity, Bernita Newman; . repeated
throws, Carolyn Piper;
squat
thrust, Lois Hill; run and reverse,
I;.ois Tuetken. Highest battery
score belonged to Betsy Van Lear.
Many girls are going to
WAA activities. Approximate
ly 30 are at modern dance,
enough at badminton to fill 10
courts and the bowling aliey is
swamped by girls. Badmin
ton is divided into two grOUPJl ·
One of them comes at' 4 :-iO
and the second group comes at
5 :10. If the girls are not play
ing upstairs in bad�ton,
they may go downstairs and
have individual sports.
.

If enough girls are interested
in hockey, there could be a big
tournament. Beginners and ad
vanced players may join. Here's
hoping there are enough to have a
team from each class, and that
there will be enough to send at
least two complete teams (with
substitut;es) to a hockey sports
day. Better come! There's nothing
like it!

"Radio news''
EASTERN'S RADIO staff
will
start a new series of last years
most popular program, "Stump
Your Professor."
If tuned in on 1170 K.C. on
Thursday you will hear Eastern
sports and news.

RYA N' S

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

706 JACKSON

The women's PE depart
ment is giving girls a wider
choice of activities for their
required courses. By the time
she is a senior though, she
must have completed three
courses in sports, two in dance
and one in fundamentais.
All kinds of classes are offered
this fall-soccer,, speedball, hock
ey, archery, badminton,
recrea
tional games, tennis,
modern
dance, fundamentals and a new
course called basic. The latter is
for those girls who have not had
much training in PE.

SCHWI NN BICYCLES

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

SPO�TI N G GOODS
MUSIC SUPPLIES

-

Know that you could eat a

At

Complete Luncheon at the Owl
for 49c

I_

every noon and evening

712

HARRISON'S
BIKE SHOP

Jackson St.
Phone 286
CHARLESTON, ILL.

*

Get your miniature Lapel Football
49c

We extend an invita
tion

to

students

all

Eastern

to take -ad

vantage of the servic
es rendered by this in 
.

OWL WALGREEN AGENCY
Drugs-Fine Food-Cosmetics

EAST SIDE SQUARE

CHARLETON

stitution.

Charleston National Bank

At the Record Bar·
You Will Find Your
Favorite Recordings
Popular

and

Classical

Ill BELL
ELECTllC
611 6th Street

Charleston, Ill.

•
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HAIR-BREADTH HARRY -

1STRANGE
!MANSION

-

Don't forgetl It's olwoyS Smile ond Speak,· even. ofter this week
•

lo gfve y_ou !! liner cig_arelle!
Yes,· at tobacco auctions Lucky Strike
. pays millions of d�llars more than
official parity prices for fine tobacco!
There's no finer cigarette in the world today than Lucky
Strike! To bring you this finer 'cigarette, the makers of

•

. •

Lucky Strike go after fine, light, naturally mild tobacco

-and pay millions of dollars more than offlcial
parity prices to get it! So buy a carton of Luckies
today. See for yourself how much finer and smoother
Luckies really are- how much more real deep· d.own
smoking enjoyment they give you. Yes, smoke a Lucky!
It's a finer, milder, 1more enjoyable·cigarette!
DAN CURRIN, independent warehouse opera
tor of Oxford, N. C., has smoked Luckies for
20 years. He says: "To me, Luckies taste better.
I've seen the makers of Luckies buy fine

,
prime tobacco, you k now!,, He re's more
evidence that Luckies are a finer cigarette!

COPR:.1 THI! AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

L..il./MF.T.'-L.� 6*M!e A/emu. Fl114 �
So round, so firm, so fully packed - so free and easy on the draw
'

·
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�ton symphony orchestra to
on entertainment course
SPOTS in any school year
tern are the concerts pre
on the
entertainment
; these consist of the preof four concerts at in
during the college year.
Charleston
Community
, aponsored equally by
t fees and civic member
will endeavor to bring wellartists of merit . to Ea
. st
eampus for ybur entertainllliam
l!chazkamer,
gifted
American pianist, will
appearance. One critic
that he "swept the
with impassioned elo
" Schatzkamer, who is
and handsome, was the pro
of. th• great Alexander Siol
himself a pupil of Franz Liszt.
-eyed Elena Nikolaidi, bril1& IJllezzo-soprano, will also be
eaatu s. Said John Bohn, in the
York Herald Tribune of her
voice, "In 20 years of music
•viewing and in twice that
r spent in listening to most
dl9rorld's greatest singers, I
re ••untered no greater voice
wcalist."
Tiie Grand Opera Quartet
will present an evening of
arias, duets, and quartets
fl'Olll the world's
greatest
.,eras, including
"Faust."
"Barber of Seville," "Travi
ata," "Trovatore," and "Rigo
letto."

combination of
superbly
ed voices, they have won ac.
from audiences and critics
over the country.
Efrem Kurtz and the Houston
phony Orchestra are on East'• bill of musical enjoyment for
season. The name of Efram
is a familiar one with music
. In response to a growing
d for personal appearances,
orchestra is being presented
a limited tour during the spring
1950.
Dates for the coming c9ncerts
e not been announced as yet;
the fare p!'omises to be a par
ly pleasing one.
A
·

·

·vii service announces
icultural. exams
S. CIVIL Service commission
will announce within the next

weeks its 1949 Junior Profesal Ass istant, Junior Manage
t Assistant, and Junior Agri
ral Assistant examinations,
rding to information recently
ived.
Positions in Washington, D. C.,
lbroughout the United States,
t ,2,9'14 a year, will be filled from
ese tltaminations.
o.unce ments to be issued by
pimission will be in booklet
rm and will give full informa
i'egarding the examinations
t.be positions to be filled.
This information will be of par
interest to college grad
tes and senior students, since
examinations offer an oppor
to train for a career in the
al service in a variety of
according to tl�e
essions,
etin received.
No -.pplications !!hmyd be filed
"th any commission office until
unouncements have be�n is.

'Lost and found' is
interesting business

EASTERN S T U D E N T S lose
everything from wooden salad
forks to little green beanies. Pens
and eversharps are literall y lost
by the score.
With the fall quarter less than
three weeks old, lost and found
articles are already stockpiling in
FOUR PAUL Turner Sargent
the registrar's office.
paintings representing different
Among the conglomeration are
phases of the artist's work and
three pa,ir of girl's eyeglasses. One
three paintings by well known con pair,
as yet. unclaimed, was found
temporary artists were purchased
near the men's barracks .
last week to be displayed in the
Keys, rings, beads, bracelets,
art gallery of the Booth Memorial
notebooks and a plastic cake knife
library which will be completed
are all to be found at lost and
in the spring of 1950.
found. Six eversharps and 15 foun
The. Sargent works are: "Flor
tain pens are still unclaimed. A
ida Sunset," "Sheep In Summer,"
scarf and a tieclasp with built-in
"Afternoon
Showers,"
"Cloud
eversharp are awaiting their own
Shadows." Paul Sample's "Water ers call.
color," Umberto Romano's "Josh
Students on 'the whole are
ua,"
and
Everett
McNear's
quite honest; if a lost article
"Whitefield Village" complete the
is found, chances are it will
group.
be turned in at the registrar's
.
President Robert G. Buzzard de
�fiCL
scribes the dark rich coloring of
J:,arger articles are usually dis
.
"Florida Sunset" as being remin
posed of b y the end of term. Pens
iscent of the Old Masters. In cer
and the like are held. for longer
tain light the president says the
periods. A girl's jacket was turn
human figure is not visible and
ed in some time ago; its owner
one is only aware of the pink-yel
evidently doesn't need it or has a
low sunset.
whole closet full.
The peaceful sce�e "Sheep In
Oddly enough, many little green
Summer" might have been any
caps (freshmen beanies) were re
farm where sheep graze_ content
ported lost, but only one has been
edly in a grove of trees. Sargent
turned in. No one has decided why
catches the filtration of sunlight
anyone else would want one if he
through the trees.
didn't have to wear it.
"Afternoon Showers" shows an
It seems students will con
Illinois thunderstorm with a frag
tinue
losing things, as they al
ment of raindow not hidden by the
ways do, and the list will con
clouds.
tine to mount tas the year pro
"Cloud Shadows" are cast on
gresses.
distant mountains. Here too, is the
particular filtration of sunlight
that Sargent paints so well.
Dormitory-{cont.J
" 'Florida Sunset' and 'Sheep In
i;;ummer' are so entirely different
(Continued from page 1 )
in style you could not tell they
dents, i n units of 80. Each room
. were painted by the same artist.
will be 11 by 15 feet, all being
We debated whether to buy both
double rooms with twin beds ( 6'
"Cloud Shadows" and "Afternoon
6" in length ).
Showers" because they show more,
Each room will be complete with
plainly as the work of the same
shelves, closets, combination dres
artist.
ser anil study desk, and Win have
Sargent was a graduate of the
space for shoes and wraps.
class of 1906. The following six
New dormitories will em·
years he studied at the Chicago
ploy unit oil-burning heating
Art Institute. While at the In
systems, independent of the
stitute he won three competitions
central power plant.
for murals to be placed in munici
Later, also in accordance with
pal buildings : "John Rogers Clark
Eastern 26-year-plan, two more
Crossing Illinois to Capture Vin
dormitories will be constructed on
cennes" (for the John Smithe
campus for women. The first two
School ) , "Robi:rv Hood Shooting
dormitories will then be occupied
Before The King and Queen (for
entirely by men.
the Crippled Childrens' Home ) ,
and "John Smith Landing at
Jamestown
(for
the
Sherman
the
background
is
sketched.
Park Field House). Beginning
"Romano's pictures are vigorous
1938 Sargent was listed in Who's
with emotion," comments Mr. Cal
Who In American Art.
vin Countryman art instructor.
Paul Sargent was an in·
Everett McNear, Chicago com
structor at Eastern during
mercial artist, painted the semi
the summer of 1938-41 and
abstract village "Whitefield" in
taugllt an extension course in
brilliant tempra.
painting in 1942. He died on
February 7, 1946 on the same ,
farm in Coles county where
he was born.
Paul Sample is a well known
"All Kinds of
naturalistic landscape painter.
"Joshua" by Romano is a
Insurance"
Guache opaque water color. Only
520 Sixth Street
Phone
548
the head and hands are painted,

Reavis and Wirtz appointed by
governor to state college board
GOVERNOR ADLAI Stevenson
recently appointed Dr. William
C. Reavis, emeritus of the edu
cation faculty, University of Chi
cago, and Dr. William Wirtz of
DeKalb to positions on the Illi
nois Teachers College board.
They replace Mr. Lindell Stur
gis and General R. W. Davis who
were appointed to the new South
ern Illinois university board.
According to President Robert
G. Buzzard, Dr. Reavis will act as
"a stabilizing influence on the
board." He has been at the Uni
versity of Chicago since 1921
when he joined the staff of the
Department of Education as prin
cipal of the University high
school.
Dr. Reavis has authored sev
eral books on school administra
tion and has written extensively

Eastern buys·

Sargent works

·

.

·

·

·

Dr. William Wirtz

He spent eight years as a mem
ber of the faculty at Northern Illi
nois State Normal school in de
partment of foreign language and
two years as principal of the high
school at Canton.
In 1920 Mr. Wirtz went into the
retail furniture business in De
Kalb. He was also a funeral director.
Ile is married and has two sons
and thre� daughters.
·

Home ec majors visit
local teaching centers
NINE SENIOR home economics
majors and Miss Pauline De
Haas, home economics instructor
visited the off-campus teaching
centers at Shelbyville, Windsor,
Pana, and Noble last week.

Dr. William C. Reaves

·

·

·

·

... appointed to Teachers college board
for various educational journals.
Under a new plan the board will
meet informally once each month,
with regular quarterly meetings
to be continued as in the past. The
next quarterly meeting will be
held in Charleston on October 23
and 24.
William Wirtz was born in Sand
wich, Illinois on June 25, 1887 and
spent his early life in Fairfield,
Iowa.
Graduating from Parsons Col
lege in Fairfield in 1907, Mr.
Wirtz taught three years in the
high school at Monmouth.

CA R L H ALL
TRANSFER
Moving - Packing
Crating
PHONE 465
Permits For All States
Semi-Trailer and Straight
Vans

ELM
. ER SCOTT

BIGG'S CLEANER
Quality Cleaning and Pressing
Pick Up Service

VETERAN'S

704 JACKSON

PHONE 456

Radio Dispatched
CAB
SERVICE

�

TEOUS

and

24 HOUR

TOPCOATS

SPORTS WEAR

These are the lines we specialize in.

Call 61
PROMPT

SUITS

Come in and let's get acquainted.
COUR
SER

VICE.
Local and Out-of-Town

*

LINDER CLOTHING CO.
Charleston's Largest and Most Complete Store for Men and Boys

�tctfrice

Meadow Gold
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Sports . . .

Eastern holds halftime lead;

by
Amos

Ch an ges announced · Intra-squad cross country
meet held tomorrow
in football rules
FOOTBALL
to
CONTINUES
strengthen its bid for the most
rule-laden sport of all.

Writers of I\1le-books must be
just a mite more . prolific now,
thanks to the National Collegiate
Football Rules committee. ·
Following is a condensation· of
the rules adopted by the commit
tee for usage in this year's game .3 :

Permission to return punts
from behind the goal line.
2. A ball fumbled out of bounds
is turned to the offensive team un
less the defense gains possession
on the field of play.
3. Unlimited substitution is per
mitted while time is in, but only
while the teams are changing
from offense to defense.
4. All eligible receiver may
catch a pass after it has been de1.

·

Pantherisms
right
5'6"
SINOVICH,
CARL
halfback was just too much for
senior
the Panthers. The little
from St. Louis and Hank Con
stantino pooloo their efforts and
came out with 195 yards from
Ac
scrimmage to their credit.
cording to unofficial :figures this
was just two and one-half times
as much as the Blue and Gray
piled up trying the same thing.
·

cross
Illinois
THE E'ASTERN
country team will stage an in
ter-squad meet at 4 p. m. Thurs
day. All twenty members of the
squad will run. The three-mile
course will start and finish at the
track around Lincoln Field. The
first six men finishing will start
against Indiana State next week.

Eastern completed thl'ee out of

12 passes and the Hawks connect

Ath letic department
th rows steak fry
FOLLOWING THE football game
with Quincy Saturday the East
ern Athletic departm�nt played
host to the informal Eastern Illi
nois Editors club and presented a
fleeted by anoth�r teammate re
ceiver.

N ew Lincoln fierd

. . . a sad dedication

lose to Quincy's Hawks 19-13

·

ed on four of nine. Greatest
ground-gaining pass of the day
was one from Hank· Lopinski to
Larry Mizener that cover.ed 25
yards. The four completed by
Quincy, all tossed by southpaw
were for just
Brunette,
Bob
slightly more yardage all totaled
than the one by Lopinski.
Eastern wasn't the only confer
ence team that lost over the week
end, however. Southern fell before
Wayne university of Detroit, 48-7.
All the rest of the IIAC teams
won their outings. Normal, rated
as the biggest threat to the cham
pionship held by Eastern, trounc
ed Indiana State, 28-0. Western
beat Michigan Tech, 38-0. North
ern . whipped Washburn university
of Topeka, Kansas, 40-27. Outside
of the conference, Millikin and
Illinois College played to a 6-6 tie.
Seems like we should mention
a few of the outstanding points on
the Eastern side as we saw them.
Some of them were : the runback
of punts by Earl Benoche ; the
running from scrimmage of Larry
Virgil
and
Mizener, Bill Crum
Sweet; the passes of Howie Boud
reau to Benoche and Lew Cox; the
pass by Hank Lopinski to Mizen
er; the 30- yard kick-off return by
Mizener; the p unting of Jerry
Curtis, Benoche, Lopinski and Don
Henderson ; the run of the extra.
and the
point by Gus Abney;
tackling of Cox, Gene Scruggs,
Jerry Baker, Russ Ghere, Benoche,
Sweet,
Virg
Lopinski, Mizener,
Tuck Wagner, Jim Gindler and
Paul "Sox" Burrus.
.

·

QUINCY'S HAWKS rode away on
a bus last Saturday afternoon
with a 19c13 triumph, leaving be
hind a depl0rable status quo. The
Blue and Gray held a 13 point lead
at halftime, but were halted in the
final quarter while the :fired-up
Quincy men zipped up and down
the field for three touchdowns.
Punting and pass interceptions
were featured in the early stages
of the game and continued for 25
minutes .of-the half. Neither team
was inside the other's 20. Eastern
was exactly on the 30 quite early,
however, as a result of t'he quick
kick by Charles Schoendienst.

Lopinski
Hank
Quarterback
started the first Panther march
that was to result in a touchdown
when he punted from midfield to
the Quincy 20. A Quincy punt put
the ball just inside their 48. Larry
Mizener got through the right side
of the line and went 20 yards to
the 28 before he was stopped.
Roughing the passer ( Lopinski)
cost Quincy 15 more yards a few
seconds later. Howie Boudreau
passed to Lew Cox and Eastern
had a first down on the two-yard
line. Bill Crum sneaked over cen
ter for the score.

Lopinski had trouble holding
the ball for the attempt.ed kick
for the extra point. With Quincy
breaking
. woul<J,rbe
tacklers
through, he tapped the ball to
speedy Gus Abney. Abney grabbed
the ball and took off around left
end for the point.
pass
Benoche intercepted a
about two minutes later on the
Quincy 4 7 and went to the 32. Vir-

gil Sweet carried to the 22. .
reau tossed a pass that Be
took on the three. He steppe<'
for the score ; Abney's kicl
the point went wide ; and E�
led 13-0. The first half enc
minute later with Quincy h
the ball.
Quincy didn't wait long to
in the third period after a
verbal going-over by Coach
Wenskunas.
.
After taking the kick-off,
Hawks n._ever let Eastern ge
ball until they· scored. Hawk
stantino ga1loped off tackl1
nine yards and the tally. Car
ovich took time out from
ground gaining to kick the
point.
Ed Francoeur intercepted
inski's pass a few seconds
on the Eastern 45 and moved
to the 13. Constantino and
vich carried the ball to the
foot-line. O n the third try
there, Bob Brunette sneaked
for the score. An attempted
by Sinovich was low.
The sam e Francoeur also s
touchdown for
the third
he intercepu
Hawks when
Boudreau pass on the Easte1
Again Sinovich and Const$
got the ball a little closer,
time to the 23. Then, Consta
slipped through his own
tackle and sped the 23 yard
the final score of the game.
Two passes by Ed Soergel i
closing minutes were no
Francoeur stopped that agah
for the third time halted an
em rally wwith an i n te rcepi
.

A Panth e r

steak fry at the college cafeteria.
Every editor in Eastern Illinois
who reads the releases sent out
from the Public Relations office
to attend-minus
was asked
pocketbook.

Lovely Corsages
For a Perfect Evening

LAWYER'S
Flower Shop

1 1th & Lincoln

Phone 1907

· OLIVE DICK

PLUMBING

Plumbing,

HEATING

Heating and

GAPPA1.._... .......

FOOD IAD

Sheet Metal Work

708 Lincoln

TELEPHONE 295

Phone 2 1 90

F REGEN T controversial
Js the Ralph Kiner-Babe l
ea.. •e. We'll bet two short ll
that the Pittsburg mauler .
four short of the great "E
bino's" record.

/'\_

Win One of1» 'hlaabh ffizes
DRIVE IN TODAY FOR YOUR
fREe
..
�

AND

Two Bee rs?

SAFETY CHECK-UP AND ENTRY BLANK

.

For your best "Girl'
Send lovely Red Ros

A be a utiful corsa

AUTHORIZED DEALER

McARTHUR
MOTOR

CHARLESTON

SALES

from

HELM'S
Phone 39

PHONE 666

Will Rogers Theatre Bl4
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thers try to crash Win column
•

b at notching their first
of the season when the
Journey to Rennsselaer,
laturday afternoon for a
Saint Joseph's college.
s will be striving for
·al triumph of the season
ng lost to Ball State last
14.

Coach Healey says
glass backboards
will be used soon
GLASS

stalled in the gym in time for

Dick Scharf of the Pumas
two men by graduation
team that was impressive
19-6 defeat by Eastern
r. Those two men were
John Lucas, a guard; and
, a tackle. The field to
Incidentally, will be the
employed by the Chi
for their pre-season

the season's

basketball

Coach William
last week.

Healey

opener,

disclosed

Thus Eastern will be jumping
the gun on the ruling which will
make is compulsory for all col
leges to have glass backboards by
the '50-'51 season.

Spectators seated behind the
North basket in the gym will be
able to see through the backboard,
and therefore will be able· to keep
the ball in sight all of the time.

tutions
will
probably
lie thick and often. Coaches
atriving to find that work
ination to produce a vjc
t ao far has been in hiding.
to Ife up yardage con
aiiilnst Quincy college,
rn liackfield will proba
a shaking up at various

The new backboards will also
add color to the gym since the
rims and the braces are to be
painted. orange.

a bad situation. Numerous untried
freshmen linemen are still on the
list, but that list of the untried
ones may diminish greatly Satur
day.

's line is sure to get
around and bolstered after
the Hawks to get through
fards from scrimmage.
ugh and tough Frank Pitol
the season due to ineli
' the left tackle spot is in

One more week's practice
is
bound to make a big dif�erence in
the entire Panther aggregation in
.sharpening up their ball handling
in the backfield and getting out
of the line speedily in the forward
wall. So far the Blue and Gray
have been blessed by only about
two weeks of vital practice ses
sions.

courtesy dernonstra
individual make-up.

tion.
·

BACKBOARDS will be in-

rs-10 to 5 :30

St. Joseph game Sµturday

•

tions this early in the campaign.
Results later on will speak much
louder than we can here.

Preps spotlight

This week we have chosen
two southern Illinois leiagu�s
that always place
a
great
emphasis on football, and are
a 1 w a y s followed dosely by
rn a n y Eastern students-the
North Egypt Conference and
the · Eastern Illi�ois League.,

GRIDIRON ACTION started on
the college front last Saturday,
but prep elevens throughout llli
inois got after it hard and strong
the preceding week.
There seems to be much interest
in the high school football wars
among Easternites, and for sever
al good, reasons.

First, college students
haven't
forgotten the old prep alma mater
to the extent that "rooting" for
one's high school eleven is out of
the question .

. Then too, the boys who wear the
Panther blue and gray were at
one time, in some instances last
year, battling on the prep field.
And, most of Eastern's gridders
of the future will come from the
hig\t school ranks, many from
schools in eastern Illinois.

Since the season is just get
ting a good start, there is no stable
method of determining what team
will win its . particular conference,
and why. Like everyoll'e else, we
can merely compare last year's re
sults with the current season, in
regard to returning lettermen and
experience. That appears to be the
only safe way of making predic-

Ill.

When it comes to exper
ience, Lawrenceville gets the
nod. Joe Fearheily's Indians
are given the .inside tra+ck to
the North Egypt crown in the
eyes of many.
·

GREETING CARDS

CLINTON D. SWICKARD, M.D.
llACK W. HOLLOWELL, M.D.
Physicians and Surgeons
Hours by Appointment
604 lh Sixth St.
Office Phone 30
Res. Phones 770-403
CHARLES . E. GREER, M. D.

Phone 77
721 ,Jackson St.
C. E. DUNCA N, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose, · and Throat
Eyes :lxamined-Glasses Fitted
Hours By Appointment
Office and Res. Phone 12
803 Jackson Street

DENTIST
Charleston National Ban]> :Bldg.

Office Hours, 1 :00 to 6 : 00
.

511 1h Jackson Street
DR. CHARLES SELLETT
OPTOMETRIST

Eyes Examined . Glasses Fitted
Visual Training
6021h 6th

Phone 900

track

miler,

is

in

Charles Gross, end on last year's
football team, is at Olney junior
high as PE instructor.

Neal Hudson, captain of 1948
basketball team, is head coach at
Neoga.

Don Johnson, conference high
scorer on football . team is coach
at Taylorville high school.
.LeeRo y �aRose, shot put, jav
elm, and discuss ace last year, is
at Palestine junior high school.

Jack Miller, cent�r o� basket
b �ll team la.st year, is Pontiac
high school assistant coach.
Robert Olson, forward on the co
championship basketball team, is
head basketball coach at Harvard
high school.

End of a perfect "dale"

608 Sixth Street

Charleston, I llinois

FOR

Decorated Cakes and Pastries
For All Occasions
NORTH SIDE SQUARE

PHONE 1 500

Phones : Off. 476; Res. 762

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.

Howard Barneiil, Eastern's "most
valuable" football player, is foot
ball coach and PE instructor at
Tolono, Ill.

Elmo Hilderbi'�nd, former star
bas.ketball player, is now assistant
coach at Flora high school.

IDEAL BAKERY

DR. W. B. TYM

Ernie Waren, track. quarter-mil
er, , is director of YMCA physical
education program at Beloit, Wis
consin.

.

DON MACALLISTER, Photographer

' P ROFE S S I O N AL CARDS

·

Art Glad, first baseman on last
year's championship nine, is in
graduate work.

GREEN'S
HOME MADE ICE i CREAM

Charleston' s O nly Ground Floor Studio

·

John Barr,
other work.

I

*

The following will name the
athlete, his sport and where he has
been placed .

1

Eastern· loses

*

FILM

Because of the large nu.rnber
of veteran students who iare
prepared to teach physiieal ed
ucation, however, Dr. Metter
recommends it only to those
incoming freshman who give
the best promise of success.

( Continued on page 8 )

'

,

"In a year when we thought that
the physical education field for
men was getting crowded," says
Dr. Harry L. Metter, placement di·
rector, "that record testifies best
to the quality of the young men
and the training they have had."

Over · in the oil country, Kenny
Farrar's Salem Wildcats can al
way s be expected to bring forth
tough and colorful
competition.
North Egypt always hangs out the

Will serve you Photogra phically

SUPPLI ES

FORMER WEARERS of the Blue
and Gray on the gridiron, hard
wood court, baseball diamond and
the cinders have helped to set a
placement record that is nearly
equal to the record they set in
athletics last year.

It always seems to start with
Bert Dancey's Flora Wolves, who
have taken their sha.re, and then
some, of North Egypt titles ·in the
last twenty years. Most of the ex
perts are sticking with Flora to
repeat again this year, or at least
cause a lot of trouble.

The Camera Shop
CAMERA S

men find jobs·

North Egypt, a conference consisting of seven usually well-bal
anced teams, is always a good top
i c for gridiron prognosticators.

Starting lineups for the t,wo
teams are undetermined as yet.
Eastern's starting list, however,
might see Baker and Snapp at
guards ; Gindler and Scruggs at
tackles; Parke or Burrus at Cen
ter; Cox and Ghere or Patridge at
ends; Lopinski at quarterback :
Benoche and Mizener at halfbacks
and . Sweet at fullback.

6 for Appointment

Blue and gray

A H EARTY Welcome we extend
To every student, each a friend
Try our food and soft drinks swell
Or just come in a�d chat a �pell

CHATTERBOX
"COBB" STURGEON, Proprietor
PHONE 671

Richard F'erry, halfback on foot
ball squad last year, is now teach
ing at Robinson.
� Robert Sink, tackle on the foot
oall squad last year, is in other
work.
Richard Spillers, cross country
runner, and half-miler on track
team is teaching speech correction
at Madison, Ill.
Lou Stivers, • captain of last
year's football team, is coaching
football at Oakland high school.
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SS forum debates
lack of visual aids

Pre ps spoti lg ht
(Continued from page 7)
"beware" sign when referring to

MORE VISUAL aids are needed

Salem.

in the classroom, was suggested

Salem and Lawrenceville played

at the first meeting of the social

to a 7-7 tie in the season's opener,

science

jumbling the North Egypt race to
no sma)) extent.
At Fairfield,

Bill

Glenn's

lacks experience, other
year's

standout

than

club
last

freshmen-sopho

more squad, while "Doc" Hunsak
er has let it be known
Bridgeport

Bulldog s

that

will

his

be

an

extra light team.
At Olne y coach Troit Freeland,
former Panther gridder, has ten
returning lettermen, but faces a
tough schedule, which extends as
far north as Decatur.
Swinging to the Eastern Illinois
League , one naturally thinks first
of the Robinson Maroons. Coach
Merle Crosby is now recovering
from a recent illness. This leaves
Leo Hutt at the helm, attempting
to . bring home Robinson's sixth
straight league championship.
Next 1in line for title consi
deration in this league is New
ton. While Newton basketball
is nothing spectacular, when
it comes to the gridiron the
Eagles are always in the thick
of things. Coach Chizevsky
s h o u I d provide formidable
competition on the football
field with his Newton eleven.
Not much is known in this department at present of the other
teams �omprising the Eastern Illi
nois League, but we will attempt
to have forthcoming articles on
our own Eastern State High and
Charleston High, as well as infor
mation concerning other leagues
which hold interest among East
ern students.

Forum,

last Thurs

ANYONE

DARING to

come

to

Pem hall on moving day, Sun
day,

September

11,

would

have

day at the home of Dr. William G.

heard comments such as: "It's just

Wo.:t.

like

Even a college degree is no long

moving

most

position, it was brought out. The

sophomore.

trend

is rapidly

making

a fifth

almost

a

into

a

new

dorm,"

said a senior. "Our room is the

er a guarantee of a good teaching

beautiful

yellow,"

cried

a

What causes all the excitement ?

pre

Beginning the last w� of August

requisite for the successful teach

redecoration of Pemberton
hall
was begun
by
Harry
Fritsch
Painting and Decorating Company
of Springfield. The girls rooms
have either light pink, blue, or
green walls with woodwork in a
darker tipt or yellow walls with
ivory woodwork.
Ceilings
are
white as are the full length mirror
frames. Formerly the rooms were
all a dull green and the upstairs

yea:x: of

college

er.
The social science department
must co-operate in helping th<fse
wishing graduate work, they · said,
viewing the increasing possibility
of Eastern some day offering faci
lities for taking the master's de
gree.
About twenty-fiv e persons at
tended the meeting. The Forum,
composed of students and faculty
interested in current national and
WOt'ld affairs, has elected
Gail
Lathrop for 1949-50 }>resident.

Downstairs the walls have been
painted creme except those in the
second small parlor and they are
apple green. The woodwork and
stairs have a new coast of varnish.
Repairs are being made on tl\e
dormitory roof.
Mr. Raymond Gregg, business
manager; said the dorm has been
decorated twice in the last fifteen
years. Superintendent of Build
ings emeritus, Mr. Granville Shaf
er who came to work at the school
in 1910 estimates that the rooms
upstairs have been painted about
five times and the downstairs re
decorated three times.
Cost of redecoration is estimat
ed as being about $7,000 by Mr.
Gregg.
The new paint job has given an
amazing color scheme to one
room. A senior came back with
red shag rugs, red and green print
drapes. Yes,
that's
right,
she
found herself in a pink room.

Bill Hurl appoirite
. to publicity staff
BILL HURT, junior from
ton, has accepted a job as
publicity director at Eastern
will be an assi stant in the pu
relations
director

office,
of

Stanley

public

announced.
It is the job of the sports p
city director to prepare news
leases on all sports activitiet
. the college and
send them
metropolitan papers and to
town papers of the athletes Pl
ticipating in the events.
Hurt, who assumed his du
September 8, is sports edi��
the News for the second year
also 1949-50 sports editor of
Warbler. In conjunction with
sports coverage for the News
Warbler, Hurt has also cov
local and college sports for
Charleston Daily Courier.

After

"M
y

The

cigarette?
Camels,
of course!"

Show
Meet
At
BOLEY'S
The

Fo r Finer Co rsages

Best

Phone 2000

In
Oonfections

Brook's Shoe

Sandwiches

Repair Shop

French

Laces a n d Polish

Fries
6 1 1 SEVEN TH ST.

605 7th St., Charleston, Ill.

Illinoi s

Charleston

Red, Green, Brown
Campus
Softees
4.95
(look for the Florsheim sign)

PHIPPS SHOE STORE
WEST SIDE SQUARE

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

W I T H SMOKERS WHO K N O W • • • IT'S

FRO MM EL
HARDWARE
See Us For

.

.

.

Sporting Goods

Gifts

Electrical Appliances

Paint

Housewares

Dishes

Leather Goods

Glass

PHONE 492

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a coast
to-coast test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked Camels- and only Camels - for
30 con secutive days, noted throat specialists,
'making weekly examinations, reported

-:.:·:::·.··

El

relations,

Next meeting will be held at
Fox Ridge on Oclober 6. While
holding their annual picnic, mem
bers will discuss their next topic :
"World Monetary Problems."

WHEELER'S
Flower Shop
Monroe at 14th

held

P�m ites pleased
with overhauling

halls which are now white were
...
pink.

�{::.�� .::::::::::
::::::;::.:;:

.�c:..... .

NOT ONE SIN G L E CASE OF THROAT IRRITATION D U E TO SMOKING

y, September 28, 1949

Dr. Kevin

E.
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Guinagh

Ra d io ha ms meet
to morrow . n ig h t
AMATEUR RADIO club will hold
its first meeting of the year at
7 p. m. tomorrow in room 216 of
·
the Science building.
Billy Wood, secretary, invites
all hams and other interested persons to attend.
Mr. Robert Waddell, club spon
sor, stressed that women students
are invited as well as men.
Included in the club's activities
is the training of new • members
with radio operator's technique so
they can pass the FCC license ex
amination.
The club boasts ownership of a
good rig and contacts are made
over the world.

Dr. Sadie 0. Morris

•

WAA me m b e rs
hold fa ll p ic n ic
to hold election
Eastern next Tuesday
l!JOMINATING

committee
the las� week for the purpose
minating officers to be electat the delegate assembly which
on Eastem's campus next

y.
ominee for president is Mr. J.
Boney, Shelby county superin
nt of schools. Representing
'
college are Mr. Arnold Hoff
n, Jlaemistry and physics teachwhO is nominee for representa
to th e . December meeting in
o, and Dr. Kevin Guinagh,
for the executive com· ee
. Dr. Howard DeF. Widger
dent of the association and
, William H. Zeigel is secretary.

tr'esi

Eastern division of the IEA is
e up of teachers from the fol
ng counties :
Clark,
Coles,
berland, Edgar, Douglas, JasEffingham,
' Shelby, Moultrie,
ette, and Eastern. .

rracks election sends
ergel to student council
was elected
WIN SOERGEL
men's barracks representative
the student council �t a recent
ting of the men's dc;irmitories.

t1oergel,

Newma n ite s p la n
first socia l m ixe r
THE REVERAND Daniel Moriarty's talk "What is the Newman
Club ? " highlighted the first New
man club meeting of the school
year.
.
'
the
Father Moriarty outlined
purpose of the club, plans for the
year, and explained "The New
man club" to the new Catholic
students on the· campus.
Plans for a mixer in the dance
studio of the Health Education
building" at 7 :30 p. m. September
27 were annonced by the club
president, Frank Bonetta. ·
Club officers and sponsors are
Frank Bonetta, president; Betty
Worland,
secretary ;
Paul Ritt
manic, treasurer; and co-sponsors
Carolyn Gilbert, health coordinat
or, and Catherine Smith.

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC associa
tion's annual fall picnic was
September 20 on south campus.
Appro;irimately 150 girl s attended.
Program for the evening
was
group singing and the · explana
tion of , the credit system of WAA
and the awards· and the introduc
tion of this year's officers.
General chairman of the com
mittees was Pat Vowels. Other
committees included Janet Rails
Mona
back,
Beverly
Beekler,
Cross, Mary Patton, Delores Wal
ker and Dorothy Pryziecki.

Theatre

Theatre

.

Home ec delegates
attend nutrition confo

Iowa,

•

.

who

Food

topic was

Main speakers at the convention
were Dr. E.rcel Epwright, head of
foods and nut tion work at Ames,

Dr. Sadie
Devinney
Poole.

Theatre

Theatre

Theatre

spoke

Habits,''

MEMBERS OF the home economics
department
attended
the
Illinois State
Nutrition confer
ence at the Abraham Lincoln
hotel in Springfield last Satur
day.

tj.

to home economic confo

Smith,

head

on

and
of

home

in

" Recent

major,
Id Schmalhausen.

Nutrition."
Attending

Theatre

0.

from

Eastern

Theatre

FEATURE

No classes on Oct. 1 4th

Gates Barber Shop
Will Rogers Theater Bd.

replaces

*

,

SAT. ONLY
Adm. : 16c & 35c
Shows at 2 :00-7 :00-9 :00

•
J .:;:soNOF llWl�"I""

11 1 n ''

*

FOU NTA I N P E N

*

FOR STUDENTS
FOR BUSINESS

FOi PERSONAL USE

Cltoose Tlte Rigftt Po1nf
Tlte Way YOU Write

For
. .

Complete Per
$2
a a d up

KING

BR OS.

Book and Stationery
Store
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
'111e Shop for Thoughtful Gifts
West Side Square

I

-1

Plus Congo Bill No. 6

W I N S O N P O I N TS

1 Block North of College on
4th Street

PR AIR IE FAR MS
MILK
Phone � 1 1

SUN. Thru WED.

SUN.-MON.
Adm. : 16c & 50c

.Continuous Sun. from 2 :00

Continuous Sun. from 2 :00

m•GBEAT
DAR
PATC-B
DINNIS

·

.11antng

GAIL

O'KEEFE RUSSELL ;'$
•

were

Morris, Miss Helen
and
Miss
Marie • E.

THURS.-FRI.
Adm. : 16c & 35c
DOUBLE

ea h Pa nthers

Her

Developments

Theatre

1 1 1 1 LI N COL N 1 1 1 1 WILL RO.G ERS
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

Janice

economics

at the University of Illinois.

Skokie, sophomore phy-

1 education

"Changing
Dr.

·��-iil
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Sociols

•

•

•

Pinnings
)0NALD T. Graham, member of
Kappa Sigma Kappa social fra
ternity, was pinned to Miss Carla
Lipski, Grosse Point, Mich.
Mr. Graham, a' Physical educa
tion major, is also from Grosse
Point. Miss Lipski is attending
Monticello college at Godfrey, Ill .

Delta Sigs initiate six

•

SIX
PLEDGES
were formally
initiated into Delta Sigma Ep
silon social sorority Monday even
ing at the Dance studio.
Thoae
initiated
were
Janet
Marie Blomquest, Tuscola; Nancy
Ann Defibaugh, Champaign, Jean
Ann Helmerich, Mt. Carmel; Vera
Kathleen Hutchings, Effingham;
Sarah Evelyn
Kincaid,
Effing
ham; and Rose Mary Messman,
Browns.

Almeta Garner elected
Delta Sig chaplain
MRS ROBERT Gamer
(Almeta
Greathouse)'
was
elected
as
chaplain for the coming year of
Delta Sigma Epsilon social soror
ity at their meeting last Monday
evening. She replaces Miss Norma
Watson, of Pana, who did not re
turn to college this year.
Mrs. Gamer, a pre-dietetics stu
dent, is a junior at Eastern.

Tri-Sigs in itiate three
THREE

PLED GES were formal-

1y initiated into Sigma

Sigma
·
Sigma last Monday at the sorority
house.
New members are Peggy Bur
ton, Louisville;
Nancy
Sharpe,
Pana; and Mona Rae Tanner,
Charleston.
Miss Sharpe is a speech correc
tion major. Both Miss Burton and
Miss Tanner are majors in home
economics.

Tri-Sigs pledge Lam bert
MISS CHARLOTTE Lambert was
pledged to Sigma Sigma Sigma
last Monday at the sorol;'ity house.
Miss Lambert will act as facul
ty sponsor for the sorority.
An instructor of women's phy
sical education, Miss Lambert re
ceived the B. A. from Evansville
college, Iii.diana, and she holds
the M. A. from the University of
Iowa.

Phi Sig smoker
PHI SIGMA Epsilon social fra
ternity will hold a smoker at
7 p. m. tomorrow in the chapter
house, 1431 Ninth street.

(Conti�ued from page 1 )
mechanic, Gillis opened his
career as a driver two years
ago along with another East
ern student, Bob Sterling. The
two drove together during the
summer, both receiving val
uable training without visible
success� This year, owing to
various reasons, Sterling re
frained
from
driving,
but
Gillis, bit by the 'racing bug'
continued.
Then, as the 1949 racing season
drew to a close, Gillis met with
his unfortunate accident.
"Next year I'll be back," the re
cently married student predicted,
"and you can bet, barring similar
accidents, and interference from
blood relatives, it will be a big
year for me." But Gillis' wife will
probably be instrumental in his
early retirement, if possible.
So serving as an example of an
auto race driver,
Ed
Gillis i s
. typical.
Typical
because
some
Roosevelt-Jack

Stom baugh installed

FORAKER
MUSIO SHOP .
" For Your
Music Needs"
602 Yz

6th

St.,

,.

"upstairs"

Comer

Square

So ro u nd
So smooth
So fa s t
shaves closer
than a blade !

Shavers from $ 1 5.00
Shick, Sun beam and
Remington
·

Hanfls Jewelry
Phone 256
Your

Weiit Side Square

�ssurance

.

MISS
JUNE
JACK and Paul
Roosevelt, Eastern senior, were
married August 11 in Albion, Illi
nois. Paul is a member of Kappa
Sigma
Kappa,
and
fraternity
brother Robert K. Simpson was
his
•
attendant.
Mrs. Roosevelt, class
of
'4.9,
Southern Illinois
university,
is
teaching i n a
Mattoon
grade
school.

GLENDA STOMBAUGH,
physical education major from Van- .
dalia, was installed as correspond
ing secretary of Sigma Sigma Sig
ma social sorority recently.
After the l'egular sorority meet
ing a candlelight installation ser
vice was held.
Miss Stombaugh replaces Ear
lene Daviea from Tuscola who is
not attending Eastern this fall.

Southwest

APO addresses . . .

Gillis smashes-up;
intends to return

of Quality

and Satisfaction

'

A n open_ letter to all studen ts

TIHS WEEK is "Smile and Speak" week.
Eastern's service fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega, is
soring thi� drive in an effort to promote a greater spir
friendship and cordiality among students on the campus.
We ask your cooperation in making Eastern the frie
. college in a friendly city.
.
Each student should do his or her part by smiling
speaking to all-not just this week, but every week.
Success depends upon 100 per cent ooqperation.
Thank you,
Jack Henschen
President of APO
·

'

, Admission to APO dance
depends on eye color

fracture in scrimmag'

ALPHA PHI Omega i s sponso�g
a record dance to be held at 8
p. m., Friday night in Old Aud.
Admission prices to· the dance
will range from 15 to 25 cents,
based on the idea of charging dif
ferently for various colored eyes.

HAROLD CUMMINGS, tacki
the Panther football squac
curred the first serious inju1
the season last week in pra
Cummings, a sophomore from
cago, broke his leg when he
blocked out of a play.

According to an official Alpha
spokesman
anyone
Phi Omega
having
two differently colored
eyes will be admited free.

Both bones in f the leg
broken but they were not !
tered. Cummings is resting
hospital at Terre Haute, whel"
bone was set.

Cum mings suffers leg

never reach instant success in the
His loss is considered as a
fickle profession. Typical because
ous blow to the Panthers a
some are out-witted or too slow . would haev been a great hel
where snap-decisions and quick
the tackle spot. Recently, anc
reflexes are important, and there
of the
tackles,
veteran F
by fall by the wayside. Typical . Pitol of Collinsville, was de
because some aren't so fortunate.
ed ineligible.

